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Abstract
We study how information technology (IT) progress affects returns to specialization and social
skills by developing a theoretical model and empirically analyzing its implications. Our model shows
how IT progress can lead to increasing returns to specialization and social skills. Using rich skill data
from Swiss occupational training curricula, we empirically investigate the wage returns to specialization
and social skills depending on IT progress in different industries. Our individual fixed-effects analyses
show that IT progress leads to increasing wage returns for specialized workers. Furthermore, our results
suggest that workers with high shares of social skills benefit from IT progress only if they are also
specialized.
JEL-Classifications: I26, J24, O33
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1 Introduction
Economics postulates a trade-off between specialization and the need for coordinating specialized workers (Becker & Murphy, 1992): On the one hand, the combined output of a group of
specialized workers (i.e., a well-coordinated group in which each worker has acquired one particular skill required for producing a good) is higher than that of a group of non-specialized
workers (i.e., a non-coordinated group in which each worker has individually acquired all basic
skills required for producing a good). On the other hand, coordinating a group of more specialized workers requires costly coordination efforts. The more specialized a group of workers is,
the higher their productivity at the price of higher coordination costs (Becker & Murphy, 1992;
Bolton & Dewatripont, 1994). These coordination costs can be decreased by workers’ acquiring
social skills (Deming, 2017)—which enable workers to interact and collaborate—because, for
example, workers cooperate more easily when they communicate well with one another.
Given that coordination costs arise partly due to a need for exchanging information, these costs
also depend on information technologies (IT) that facilitate how workers cooperate and communicate (e.g., Borghans & ter Weel, 2006; Aubert et al., 2006). In other words, IT makes
coordination effort less costly, and IT progress (i.e., advances in IT thereby decreases overall
coordination costs. By reducing these coordination costs, IT progress should therefore increase
the returns to specialization. In turn, the specialization-enhancing effect of IT progress affects
the demand for social skills in two possible—and opposing—ways: On one hand, IT progress
could lead to higher specialization, resulting in an increasing demand for social skills. On the
other hand, IT progress could substantially decrease coordination costs, such that fewer social
skills are required. In which direction the effect prevails is a priori unclear and an empirical
question. In a nutshell, IT progress has important implications for the returns to both specialization and social skills; and the effect of IT progress on these returns is not necessarily positive.

-2Labor economics research has thus far studied specialization and social skills separately. Theoretical labor economics models—when considering them separately—have concluded that IT
progress should lead to increasing benefits to both specialization (Becker & Murphy, 1992) and
social skills (Deming, 2017). However, no study has yet considered how IT progress, specialization, and social skills interact. Empirical evidence on returns to specialization is limited, possibly due to missing data for the measures of specialization of jobs or occupations.5 For social
skills, empirical evidence shows increasing returns to social skills over a long time span
(Deming, 2017; Deming & Kahn, 2017; Weinberger, 2014). Given that the effect of IT progress
on returns to both specialization and social skills has not yet been examined theoretically or
empirically, policymakers still lack a picture of which skills a worker needs to benefit from IT
progress—a picture crucial for policy decisions.
We study the effect of IT progress on returns to both specialization and social skills by developing a theoretical model that captures both specialization and social skills during times of IT
progress and by empirically investigating the implications of our theoretical results. Our theoretical model draws on Becker and Murphy’s (1992) specialization model, which we augment
with social skills by adopting elements of Deming’s (2017) “task-trade” collaboration model.
Our model shows that different mathematical assumptions about the interactions of IT, specialization, and social skills lead to two possible—and opposing—effects of IT on the returns to
specialization and social skills. In scenario one, returns to both specialization and social skills
increase with IT progress. In scenario two, returns to specialization increase with IT progress
while returns to social skills do not.

5

For example, Borghans and ter Weel (2006) focus empirically on specialization within firms. However, empirical
evidence on wage returns to specialized workers across the entire labor market—the focus of this paper— remains
lacking.

-3While two theoretical scenarios result from our model, empirical analyses are needed to study
which one better fits with the observed situation on the labor market. Our empirical analyses
focus on wage returns for specialized workers and workers with social skills when IT advances
in the industry they work in.6 For our empirical investigations, we combine three different datasets: (1) Swiss vocational education and training (VET) curriculum texts for our measures of
occupational specialization and social skills, (2) data from EUklems for the measures of IT
progress,7,8 and (3) individual labor market data (the Swiss Social Protection and Labor Market,
SESAM,9 data) to measure labor market outcomes.
The main empirical novelty of our paper is that we can measure both occupational specialization
and social skills simultaneously by applying machine-learning methods to the extensive Swiss
VET curriculum texts. These curricula are an ideal data source for our empirical analyses for
two main reasons: First, the curricula cover a major part of the Swiss labor market as two-thirds
of the Swiss labor force have a VET diploma (upper-secondary education). Second, the skills
described in the curricula are very detailed, and research has shown that the skills described in
the curricula predict the labor market outcomes of workers (Eggenberger et al., 2018; Eggenberger & Backes-Gellner, 2020; Kiener et al., 2019; Kiener et al., 2020).

We argue that if IT progress leads to a change (i.e., increase or decrease) in the optimal levels of specialization
and social skills, the labor market would display a temporary imbalance between demand and supply of specialized
workers and of workers with social skills. In this case, wage returns of specialized workers and of workers with
social skills will change (i.e., increase or decrease)—at least in the short term—when IT advances.
7
Data stem from https://euklems.eu/download/ provided by the Vienna Institute for International Economic Studies.
8
We use EUklems data on tangible stocks in computing equipment (i.e., IT capital stocks) across industries over
time, because a firm’s investment into IT proxies changes in firm’s business practices (see e.g., Gaggl and Wright,
2017). Given that Switzerland does not have data on IT capital stocks across industries over time, we use the best
alternative, data from Germany. Moreover, to account for differences in industry sizes across the two countries,
we consider growth values. Therefore, we assume that the growth in IT capital stocks across industries is the same
in Germany and Switzerland. Section 3 provides a more detailed description of the data.
9
SESAM, which follows a rolling panel structure, covers a representative sample of the population in Switzerland
and comprises administrative wage data and information about individuals’ sociodemographic characteristics and
education.
6

-4Using a sample of individuals with VET, we merge the individual labor market data with the
skill measures (i.e., specialization and social skills) at the occupational level and with the
measures of IT progress at the industry level.
For the estimation strategy, we conduct individual fixed-effects estimations (see Angrist &
Pischke, 2009) by exploiting the rolling panel structure of our dataset and IT progress over time
and across industries. Our estimation model shows whether workers in particular groups (high
or low specialization, high or low social skills) receive an increasing wage return when IT advances in their industry. Due to the individual fixed effects, our estimation model accounts for
many influences of time-invariant differences in unobserved and observed characteristics of
workers.
The main sample for our empirical analyses consists of the younger half of the workforce (aged
below 45). Previous studies (e.g., Bertschek & Meyer, 2009; Aubert et al., 2006) have investigated how the effect of IT progress depend on workers’ age, suggesting that mainly younger
workers are exposed to IT progress (more senior workers work less likely in jobs affected by
IT progress). Our empirical findings confirm that IT progress as such (i.e., without accounting
for specialization and social skills) has a positive effect on wages for the younger half of the
workforce only.10
For the younger half of the workforce, we find different effects of IT progress on wages depending on workers’ specialization and social skills: For workers in specialized occupations,
IT progress leads to increasing wages, whereas for workers in non-specialized occupations, it
does not. We find no different effects of IT progress on wages for workers in occupations with
high or low social skills. Thus, in our setting of Swiss workers with a background in VET, we
We do not find the same effect for the older half of the workforce (aged above 45). Given that the economic
literature (e.g., Bertschek and Meyer, 2009, and Aubert et al., 2006) already analyzed the effect of IT progress
depending on workers’ age, this paper does not further focus on age, but rather studies—given an average effect—
if we find differences depending on specialization and/or social skills.
10

-5find evidence for our model’s scenario two, which postulates increasing returns of IT progress
for specialization, not for social skills per se. Moreover, our empirical results suggest that the
combination of specialization and social skills is particularly valuable in times of IT progress.
The empirical findings of this paper provide additional insights for the economics literature. So
far, the economics literature has not yet studied how IT progress affects wage returns for specialized vs. non-specialized workers. Thus our results that specialized—in contrast to non-specialized—workers experience a positive wage return with IT progress constitutes a novel finding. Moreover, previous empirical economics literature has emphasized that returns to social
skills have increased over time (e.g., between 1970s and 1990s in Weinberger, 2014, or between
1980s to 2010s in Deming, 2017). In our Swiss setting of VET workers, we contribute the
finding that IT progress does not lead to increasing returns for workers with high social skills
(in contrast to low social skills) if they are not specialized. This finding is valid for short-term
returns (using a direct measure of year-to-year IT progress) while the previous literature on
social skills focuses on an increase over a long time period (implicitly assuming that IT progress
is increasing over time and without measuring it directly).
Our findings also lead to important implications for (Swiss) policymakers who develop curricula. So far, a policy goal in the context of IT progress is to increase the adaptability of workers
by broadening their occupational skills and making occupations more general (see e.g., Green,
2002, Jansen et al., 2017). This paper shows that IT progress benefits specialized workers rather
than generalized (i.e., non-specialized) workers, particularly specialized workers with high social skills benefit the most. Thus policymakers should be aware that—with constantly increasing IT progress, which leads to a decrease in coordination costs—specialized workers may be
in higher demand than generalized workers in future labor market conditions, particularly if
they also acquired high amounts of social skills.

-6-

2 Theoretical background: Model of how IT progress affects specialization and social skills
To gain a more in-depth understanding on returns to specialization and social skills during times
of IT progress, we present a theoretical model. Our starting point is Becker and Murphy’s
(1992) specialization model. We adapt their model to skills and extend it with a new element,
social skills (similar to Deming, 2017). In contrast to Becker and Murphy (1992), Deming’s
(2017) model assumes that specialization does not arise through production but is instead inherent in the worker. We follow Becker and Murphy (1992) in their understanding of specialization but apply Deming’s (2017) theory that social skills work similarly to a depreciation factor of coordination costs. The distinct advantage of our model is that it captures the effect of IT
progress on the returns to both specialization and social skills, an important combination that
previous studies have thus far not considered.11
Our model consists of three key elements: specialization, coordination costs, and social skills.
Specialization positively affects productivity while simultaneously—due to an0 increased collaboration need—leading to a higher coordination requirement (i.e., increasing coordination
costs), whereas social skills decrease coordination costs, because they facilitate collaboration
(as the following subsections explain). Based on these key elements, we calculate the optimal
level of specialization and social skills, starting with a world without IT progress and subsequently introducing IT progress. Our model leads to two different scenarios: On one hand, IT
progress could lead to higher specialization, thereby increasing coordination costs, resulting in
an increasing demand for social skills. On the other hand, IT substitutes the need for social
11

Current labor economics research argues that IT progress affects social skills; nonetheless, this research has not
yet combined IT progress, specialization and social skills. Our model differs from that of Borghans and ter Weel
(2006), who formulate a model that combines IT adoption in firms and specialization but does not include social
skills. Moreover, our theoretical premises differ from those in the organizational literature focusing on firms—
e.g., Caroli and van Reenen (2001); Lindbeck and Snower (2000)—who argue for increasing “new workplace
practices” involving fewer specialized job assignments and more teamwork.

-7skills, thus—even though IT progress leads to higher specialization—the demand for social
skills could decrease.
Specialization
In our model—following Becker and Murphy (1992), the economy produces only one good, Y.
To produce the good, several tasks need to be completed.12 To perform these tasks, workers
need the corresponding skills (hereafter, “production skills,” because they are directly involved
in the production process). Because the production of the good requires the completion of all
tasks, all production skills are completely complementary. If even one production skill is missing, the production of the good breaks down. The production function is thus reflected by a
Leontief production function (see appendix A). Throughout the following sections, we illustrate
the model in the context of producing a jacket:
To produce a jacket, the only good in the economy, two production skills—“design”
and “tailoring”—are required.
A key element of the model is specialization, in the sense of Adam Smith (1976), meaning that
workers who have a more focused production skill set (possessing fewer production skills)
profit from increasing productivity returns to using their skills. Per unit of working time and for
a particular task, the productivity of a specialist is higher than that of a worker with a less
focused production skill set.
A worker who invested only in the production skill “design” is more productive in
this skill than an otherwise identical worker who invested in both production skills,
“design” and “tailoring.”

12

Although Becker and Murphy (1992) use the word “tasks” throughout their model, we use “skills,” because—
we assume—to conduct a particular task, the worker needs a particular skill. Given that skills are constant over
time, the distinction between skills and tasks is inconsequential for our model.

-8An important assumption in our model is that each worker has a limited, identical time budget
for investing in acquiring production skills. Thus the fewer production skills the worker invests
in (focused production skill set), the more productive the worker is in these particular production skills. As workers are identical in their abilities, productivity differences arise only because
workers invest in different skills, leading to more focused or less focused skill sets.
Given that each skill needs to be performed to produce the good, workers can specialize and
focus on a subset of production skills only if they engage in “trading,” meaning that specialization requires team production. In our model, “team” has a very broad meaning: a group of
workers in which (a) each one focuses on different production skills and (b) they all cooperate
to produce the good. If the workers can combine their outputs without any coordination costs,
optimally each worker would focus on a distinct set of production skills to maximize the individual output while at the same time maximizing the team’s total production of good Y.
One worker applies the production skill “design,” and another worker applies the
production skill “tailoring.” They cooperate to produce the jacket.
In our model, specialization can be increased by splitting the production skills and production
process into fewer skills and more finely grained production units such that each worker can
focus their skill investment on the skills that are required for one part of the production process
(more focused production skill set). To achieve specialization, meaning a more focused production skill set per worker, team production is needed. With this argumention, we closely follow Becker and Murphy (1992) but we use the term “specialization” instead of “number of
team members” as Becker and Murphy (1992) do. Specialization and number of team members
are interchangeable in the model, because an increase in specialization goes hand in hand with
a higher number of members per team: the higher the number of members per team, the more
focused the production skill set of each worker (i.e., the higher the specialization).

-9Specialization is higher if instead of two workers (one who designs and one who
tailors), there are three workers, each with a different production skill set: the tailoring is further divided across two different workers (one who cuts and one who
sews).
Given that specialization allows workers to increase their productivity per unit of working time,
in an optimal costless world, the average output per worker positively depends on specialization.13

!" ($), 'ℎ)*)
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! ($ ) > 0
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(1)

!" : output per worker i, $: specialization

Coordination costs
However, to combine the outputs of a group of specialized workers, coordination costs occur.
Coordination costs arise because, for example, workers with different production
skill sets have to communicate to transform the design into the tailored jacket.
Coordination costs increase with higher specialization, because the smaller the set of production
skills per worker, the higher the need for coordination.
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/" : coordination costs per worker i, $: specialization

13

In line with Becker and Murphy (1992), we assume that the natural limit of specialization occurs when n skills
are distributed across n workers.

- 10 In a more specialized team with three workers (one who designs, one who cuts and
one who sews), the coordination costs are higher than in a team with only two workers (one designs and one tailors).
The optimal level of specialization thus depends on the trade-off between the benefits of having
a more focused skill set and the costs of coordination. While thus far our model has closely
followed the model of Becker and Murphy (1992), we now augment their model with an additional element, social skills (similar to Deming, 2017).
Social Skills
Social skills constitute the ability to interact well with others and thus improve collaboration.
To implement this new element in the model, we proceed in three steps. First, instead of investing in only production skills (which are effectively and directly utilized for production), workers can also invest in social skills, which facilitate joint production. As the sole purpose of social
skills is to “trade skills” between workers, they indirectly influence the production outcome.
The worker who designs communicates with the worker who tailors. Communication and other social skills make team production more efficient.
Second, we assume that workers’ time budget for investing in skills is limited to a one-time unit
and can be split between investing in production skills and investing in social skills. Therefore,
the proportion of time invested in production skills equals a one-time unit minus the proportion
of time invested in social skills, i.e., time invested in production skills decreases with time
invested in social skills. Additionally, given that output per worker increases with time invested
in production skills, the output also decreases in time invested in social skills.
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01 : (time invested in) social skills
Third, the time invested in social skills (hereafter, “social skills”), facilitates the collaboration
between workers and reduces coordination costs. To model the reduction of coordination costs
through social skills, we—similar to Deming (2017)—introduce the depreciation factor 3,
which depends on social skills, 01 , and is applied proportionally to the coordination costs. The
higher the social skills, the lower the depreciation factor and the lower the team coordination
costs.14
3 (01 ) ∗ /" ($), 'ℎ)*)

5
567

3 (01 ) <0

(4)

3: depreciation factor of coordination costs

Having introduced the three key elements (specialization, coordination costs, and social skills),
we now proceed with how the welfare function of our model looks like. We need the welfare
function such that we can optimize this function to receive the optimal levels of specialization
and social skills, our two main parameters of interest.
Welfare optimization
The model allows us to calculate the welfare per worker according to both specialization and
social skills. Welfare per worker equals the output per worker minus the depreciated coordination costs. Output per worker increases with specialization and decreases with social skills. In
contrast, while coordination costs also increase with specialization, the depreciated coordination costs decrease with social skills.

14

As in Deming (2017), social skills in our model behave like inverse “iceberg” trade costs for coordination costs.
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8" : welfare per worker
Welfare optimization means that marginal benefits equal marginal costs (interior solution). We
optimize welfare over both parameters, specialization and social skills (see detailed formulas
in the appendix A). In the welfare optimum of our model, the following equation has to be
fulfilled:
,
(
)
3 (01 )
,$ !" $, 01
=
,
,
! ($, 01 )
3 (01 )
,01 ,$ "
,01
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In the welfare optimum of our model, the ratio of the marginal output of specialization over
5
! ($, 01 ) equals
567 5; "

the ratio of the discount factor over the marginal discount factor of social

skills.
IT progress and welfare optimization
After the welfare optimization without IT progress, we now examine how the optimum changes
with IT progress. Before describing in two steps how our model includes IT, we describe why
IT is important for our model: Coordination costs occur due to specialization, implying that
different workers need to collaborate. For collaboration to take place, workers need to share
information, a process that depends on the state of technology in the economy. Given that IT
facilitates communications between workers, it influences the welfare optimum of our model.
First, we introduce the state of IT into the model. Advances in IT, that is, IT progress, lowers
the depreciated coordination costs such that the depreciation factor decreases with a higher level

- 13 of IT.15 In other words, IT progress makes social skills more effective at lowering coordination
costs. Thus the new formula of the depreciation factor is as follows:
5

5

3(01 , =0), where 56 3 (01 ) <0, 5>6 3(=0) <0

(7)

7

IT: Information technologies
To combine the design work of one worker with the tailoring of the other worker,
the two workers communicate by emailing or using a 3D fashion design software.
Second, we examine the effect of IT progress on the optimal levels of specialization and social
skills. However, while the formula for the welfare per worker with IT progress still equals output minus the depreciated coordination costs (equivalent to formula 5 but including IT), the
depreciation factor now also includes IT progress.
8" = !" ($, 01 ) − 3(01 , =0) ∗ /" ($)

(8)

Thus in the optimum (equivalent to formula 6 but including IT), only the right side of the equation is affected by IT:
,
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)
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=
,
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,01
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Therefore, our model shows that increasing levels of IT can lead to a change in the optimal
levels of specialization and social skills. The following two scenarios show whether these optimal levels increase or decrease and under what conditions.

15

Given that we follow Deming’s (2017) argument that social skills behave like inverse “iceberg” trade costs, we
argue that IT also behaves like inverse “iceberg” trade costs. Thus IT also lowers the depreciation factor of coordination costs.

- 14 Scenarios
The model provides two opposing scenarios of how IT progress affects the optimal level of
specialization and social skills. While in both scenarios, IT progress reduces coordination costs,
leading to an increase of the optimal level of specialization, the two scenarios differ in their
optimal level of social skills: In scenario one, the optimal level of social skills increases, because IT progress leads to a higher optimal level of specialization, which in turn increases the
need for coordination, thereby increasing the demand for social skills (similar to an “income
effect”). In scenario two, the “income effect” described in scenario one is cancelled out by a
“substitution effect”: Because IT progress makes coordination more efficient, one unit of social
skills will now lead to a higher coordination cost reduction. Thus, for a given level of specialization, less social skills are required in the optimum, leading to decreasing demand for social
skills. This decrease is a consequence of the trade-off between investing in social skills and
investing in production skills. Investing less time in social skills increases the time available to
invest in production skills, thereby increasing the output. If social skills are used more efficiently through IT, the optimal level of social skills decreases (i.e., IT substitutes social skills).
Emailing makes coordination between the tailor and the designer less costly,
thereby making specialization more beneficial. Therefore, the designer works together with two (instead of one) workers involved in tailoring—one who cuts and
one who sews. Social skills could become either more valuable because the workers
now need to communicate even more, or it becomes less valuable because emailing
or 3D design programs somewhat replace their need for social skills.
To emphasize that the model indeed provides the two scenarios, we show in the appendix B
that—given a particular, reasonable functional form of the welfare function—IT progress can
lead to an increase or a decrease in the optimal level of social skills. In contrast, the optimal

- 15 level of specialization increases in both scenarios. In our example, we show that both scenarios
can occur. In scenario one, the “income effect” dominates, and in scenario two, the “substitution
effect” dominates.16
As the model predicts different scenarios, which scenario applies “in the real world” is a priori
unclear. Thus we need empirical analyses to investigate the effect of IT progress on returns to
specialization and social skills. If the optimal levels of specialization and social skills change,
the demand for specialized workers and workers with social skills will change. An increase in
demand will lead to a temporary imbalance in the market for either specialization or social
skills, respectively. A temporary imbalance in the market would lead to a temporary wage premium for specialized workers or workers with social skills, respectively, because labor supply
could not catch up with labor demand that quickly. Thus the empirical equivalent to investigating the effect of IT progress is investigating how wage returns to specialization and social skills
develop when IT advances. Such changes in wage returns would be expected to occur in the
short term, given the temporary imbalance on the labor market. If scenario one applies, wage
returns to both specialization and social skills increase when IT advances. If scenario two applies, wage returns to specialization increase when IT advances, but returns to social skills do
not.
Furthermore, we highlight another aspect of how the model corresponds to the empirical application. In the theoretical model, the production is split between different workers with different
skill sets that define the workers’ jobs. In the empirical application, we assume that these roles
are equivalent to occupations because occupations define the skill set of the worker. In the
16

In the appendix B, we show how the functional form of the welfare function would look, such that the optimal
level of social skills can increase or decrease. In particular, we incorporate specific assumptions into the welfare
function (output minus depreciated costs). The assumptions concern both the depreciation factor and the output
function. We assume that the depreciation factor includes IT in a nonlinear (e.g., exponential) manner through
interacting with social skills. We also assume that the output function contains a strong punishment for time invested in social skills (i.e., output strongly decreases with less time invested in production skills). These assumptions lead to a welfare function in which both scenarios are possible, depending on the level of the IT increase.

- 16 example that illustrates our model, we already introduced the idea that each role (the “designer”
or the “tailor”) would be a particular occupation, and each occupation possesses a distinct skill
set. Transferring roles to the occupational level is particularly reasonable in the Swiss context
with a dual VET system where occupational labor markets predominate. In an occupational
labor market, the worker’s skill set is defined by the occupation and transferable across firms
(Marsden, 1999). Thus occupations define the workers’ skill set, i.e., roles. Accordingly, different occupations are equivalent with different skill sets that are involved in the production
process. In sum, transferring the theoretical skill sets, i.e., roles, to the empirical analog of occupations is reasonable, particularly in the empirical setting—Swiss VET—that we investigate
(see section 3 data).17 The following section introduces our datasets, and section 4 discusses
how we apply NLP methods to extract production skills, which we need for the specialization
measure.

3 Data
The theoretical model described in the previous section predicts two scenarios about how IT
progress can affect wage returns for specialized workers and workers with social skills. Which
scenario applies is an empirical question. To examine which scenario predominates in our setting, we need data for measuring IT progress, occupational specialization and social skills, as
well as individual workers’ labor market data. Thus we use three different datasets: data on the
growth of IT capital stock to measure IT progress, occupational training curricula to measure
occupational specialization and social skills, and labor market data for workers’ individual labor

17

Moreover, the model makes the simplifying assumption that all workers have an identical degree of specialization. However, empirically, while the levels of specialization and social skills can vary across occupations, they
are the same within the same occupation. This variation of skills across occupations raises the important empirical
question of whether the returns of specialized occupations with high social skills increase when IT advances, or
whether the returns of occupations that are either specialized or have high social skills increase when IT advances.

- 17 market outcomes and characteristics. The following paragraphs describe each dataset and their
suitability for our empirical analyses.
For data on IT progress, we follow the economics literature that uses firms’ investment in IT
capital to proxy IT progress (e.g., Gaggl & Wright, 2017).18 For example, previous macroeconomic studies use national accounts data on IT capital investments for analyzing how
productivity growth is driven by IT (e.g., Gordon & Sayed, 2019). In line with the reasoning
that firms’ investment in IT capital proxies IT progress, we use the EUklems dataset, which
contains annual information on tangible stocks in computing equipment (i.e., IT capital stocks)
from national accounts data for the period 1995-2017. We use data at the industry level because
such yearly data is not available at the firm level; thus we assume that workers in an industry,
in which firms invest in IT capital, are subject to IT progress. To measure IT progress in different industries, we use changes in IT capital stocks over time (see subsection 5.1 for more details
on the measure). The main advantage of this data is that it is national accounts data provided
by the national European statistical institutes and is therefore highly reliable.
For Switzerland, such national accounts data for IT capital stocks (or any similar data) is not
available across industries over time.19 Therefore, we use the best alternative, data from Germany. Given that we use a growth variable of IT capital stock, different industry sizes between
Germany and Switzerland do not play a role in our IT progress measure. The only assumption
we take is that growth of IT capital by industry is very similar across Germany and Switzerland.
For data on specialization and social skills, we use skills data of occupations (see the last paragraph of section 2 how occupations fit into our theoretical model). Occupations define workers’
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In a regression discontinuity design, Gaggl and Wrigth (2017) investigate the effect of a tax reduction on firms’
IT investments. However, their focus is on non-routine, cognitive-intensive workers and not on specialization and
social skills.
19
The Swiss Federal Statistical Office does not collect such data at the industry level. Other data sources, such as
firm surveys, which contain industry information, are not available at the annual level over two decades.

- 18 specialization and social skills particularly well in settings such as the Swiss VET system. Thus
the second dataset is Swiss occupational training (VET) curricula. Swiss upper-secondary VET
programs, which take three to four years to complete, combine on-the-job training with schoolbased training. The detailed curricula of these VET programs extensively describe the skills
that each occupation requires (on average, each curriculum is 44 pages). Typically, the curricula
list the legally binding learning goals for the skills that the VET student must learn, and various
examinations guarantee that students receiving a VET diploma have acquired those skills.
Given that around two-thirds of the Swiss labor force have a VET education, VET covers a
major part of the Swiss labor market.
Previous research has already studied the skills described in VET curricula and showed their
importance for labor market outcomes. These studies extract the skills from the curricula either
manually (Eggenberger et al., 2018) or by using NLP methods, which are machine-learning
techniques applied to texts (Eggenberger & Backes-Gellner, 2020; Kiener et al., 2019; Kiener
et al., 2020). However, they have thus far not analyzed both specialization and social skills.
We use the curriculum texts to measure occupational specialization, which results from the
extent to which the occupational production skill sets are focused (as described in the theoretical
model), and social skills. Curriculum texts describe both, production and social skills, but they
do so by using different semantic concepts. A curriculum consists of many learning goals,
which describe the production skills an apprentice has to acquire. While learning goals usually
describe only one production skill at a time, text passages within the learning goal can describe
a production skill and a social skill simultaneously. For example, consider the following learning goal: “The apprentice advises customers in a friendly manner.” The whole learning goal
describes a production skill “customer service” and the text passage of the learning goal about
friendliness implies that simultaneously a social skill is taught. Given that production skills and

- 19 social skills occur in a semantically different way, we need two different methods to measure
these types of skills.
To extract the production skills needed for our specialization measure, we apply novel natural
language processing methods (NLP) on an extensive curriculum database. Using our database,
we construct our measure from the learning goals that the curricula describe, in line with
Eggenberger et al. (2018), who manually categorized each goal. Our curriculum database contains, on average, 134 learning goals per occupation—in total 21,776 learning goals in 163
occupations. Section 4 shows how we extract production skills as an input for our specialization
measure, and subsection 5.1 describes how we construct the specialization measure.
To identify social skills in curricula, we use the social skill measures developed in Kiener et al.
(2020) who already used NLP methods to detect social skills in text passages of VET curricula.
Typically in these curricula, the text passages on social skills include communication skills, the
ability to work in a team, and being friendly. For example, in the curriculum of a bookseller,
the algorithm identified social skills in the following text passage (in italics): “Booksellers attach importance to … successful communication.” The relative proportion of the text passages
describing social skills constitutes the social skill measures.
To study the effect of IT progress on returns for specialized workers and workers with social
skills, we do not need only data for the measures for IT progress, specialization and social skills
but also labor market data. Thus our third dataset comprises individual labor market outcomes
and characteristics. We use SESAM, which links individual survey data from the Swiss labor
force survey (SLFS) with individual administrative data (e.g., wages). SESAM comprises a
representative sample of the Swiss population and has a rolling panel structure. From 1999 to
2010, individuals are followed over five consecutive years. After 2010, the survey interval was
shortened, following individuals for only two consecutive years (five quarterly observations).

- 20 Even though the survey interval has changed, we use all available years in SESAM to benefit
from as many observations of individuals. SESAM provides us with all information on annual
wage data, educational qualification, current occupation, and current industry. For our estimations, we use a sample of individuals with a VET diploma as their highest education.
For the empirical analyses, we combine the three datasets as follows: We link the SESAM labor
market data with the measures of IT progress at the industry level and the measures of specialization and social skills at the occupational level. We are able to link 19 industries and 111
occupations wherever a matching between the SESAM data and the EUklems data, and between
the SESAM data and the curricula, is possible.20 Our final dataset has a rolling panel structure
and covers the years 1999 (first available year in SESAM) through 2016 (last available year to
calculate our IT progress variable from EUklems). Before we discuss our empirical framework,
we describe how we extract production skills to measure specialization in the curricula, because
our methodological approach is novel and has not yet been applied to curricula.

4 Measuring production skills in curricula
This section discusses how we use NLP methods to extract production skills—which we need
to construct our specialization measure (see section 5.1)—from Swiss VET curricula. To extract
the production skills, we start by copying the plain texts of learning goals of all curricula into a
database (see Eggenberger et al., 2018, for more details on the structure of the curricula).21 For

We do an exact matching of SESAM occupations with curricula occupations that are sometimes more detailed.
Thus we match the bigger VET occupation to the SESAM data, resulting in fewer occupations, than in our curriculum database.
21
Following Eggenberger et al. (2018), we take the all third-level learning goals in the curricula (see Eggenberger
et al, 2018, for the detailed explanation of these learning goals). Moreover, we remove all words or phrases that
contain occupation titles from the database. This removal ensures that the algorithms in the next steps will treat
each learning goal as independent, even if learning goals originate from the same occupational curriculum.
20

- 21 our 163 occupations, this procedure leads to a database of 21,776 learning goals. These learning
goals will be the unit of analysis in our skill extraction procedure.22
The main goal of our skill extraction procedure is to identify an exhaustive set of all production
skills that appear in any training curriculum and calculate the weight of each skill per curriculum. Therefore, we want to identify sets of learning goals, i.e., skill categories, that are similar,
both within (i.e., a curriculum comprises learning goals that are encompassed in the same skill
category) and across (i.e., different curricula comprise learning goals that are encompassed in
the same skill category) training curricula. To achieve this goal, we proceed in three steps. In
the first step, we transfer each learning goal into a multidimensional vector representation or
document “embedding.” Document embeddings are a NLP method to encode semantic meaning
in mathematical form. In the second step, these embeddings allow us to cluster the learning
goals, creating groups of similar learning goals. We will interpret each of these clusters as a
distinct “skill category.” In the third step, we calculate the weight of each skill category in each
curriculum.
To create the document embeddings in the first step, i.e., a vector representation of each learning goal, we use a sentence transformer network model. Transformer models leverage large,
unlabeled repositories of texts (such as Wikipedia or books) to create meaningful sentence embeddings such that sentences with similar meanings are close in vector space (Reimers &
Gurevych, 2019). More precisely, we use a transformer model that is based on Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) (Devlin et al., 2018). BERT is a

Splitting up the curriculum texts into the lowest level learning goals and using these texts as the unit of analysis
has the advantage that we deal with texts that are much more coherent than the texts we would get when analyzing
the curriculum texts on an aggregated level. A drawback of this approach is that data sparsity under the short-text
scenario hinders the process of finding document-topic distributions due to the lack of word co-occurrence information (Yi et al. , 2020). However, as we will discuss in this section, this problem can be overcome by using large
external databases to gather information about the internal semantic relationships of the words and leverage this
information in our analysis.
22

- 22 bidirectionally trained language model developed by researchers at Google AI language. In
contrast to previous embedding methods (such as word2vec), BERT is fully context-dependent,
meaning that words (or sentences) will have different vector representations, depending on the
context in which they appear. We average all sentence vectors for a given learning goal to obtain
one vector per learning goal.23
In the next step, we proceed to cluster similar learning goals. For the clustering, we use the
Hierarchical Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (HDBSCAN) algorithm. The algorithm aims at finding clusters of vectors (in our case, each learning goal is a
vector) in a high-dimensional vector space. Being a density-based clustering approach, HDBSCAN looks for regions in the data that are denser (i.e., linguistically more coherent) than the
surrounding space. This approach has the advantage that we do not have to make any implicit
assumptions about the shape of clusters we are looking for. HDBSCAN thus works particularly
well for clusters of arbitrary shapes, with different sizes and densities (Campello et al., 2013)
and outperforms classical clustering algorithms in many real-life applications, including text
clustering. Another important advantage of HDBSCAN is that it does not require to specify the
number of clusters we are looking for in advance; instead, we merely have to define a minimum
cluster size.24 We set the minimum cluster size to 15, meaning that the algorithm has to find at
least 15 closely related learning goals in order to form a cluster, i.e., a skill category. We choose
this minimum cluster size to have a reasonably defined size of skill categories. As the average
curriculum has about 130 learning goals, a skill category that occurs in one curriculum only
would have to contain more than 10% of this curriculum’s learning goals to be considered an
independent skill. This procedure leads to the identification of 190 well-identified clusters, i.e.,
BERT has achieved state-of-the-art results in a wide variety of NLP tasks, including sentence similarity (Reimers
and Gurevych, 2019). We use a freely available, multiple-language BERT model (python package BERTopic),
which was optimized for semantic textual similarity tasks. We encode each sentence of each learning goal as a
vector. The BERT model uses 768 dimensions for one vector.
24
In principle, HDBSCAN has a few additional parameters to specify; however, these rarely have a significant
practical effect on the clustering outcome.
23

- 23 skill categories, in our data, which is as expected when comparing this number with the previous
manual analysis of older curricula from Eggenberger et al. (2018).
In the third and last step, we calculate the relative importance of each skill category per curriculum. We weigh the learning goals in a curriculum that are assigned to one particular skill
category with the inverse of the total number of learning goals in the curriculum, calculating
the share of each skill category per curriculum. The resulting skill database will serve as the
input data to calculate the occupational specialization measure (see subsection 5.1).
To illustrate the content of the skill categories, we apply an automated procedure to extract
representative keywords for each category.25 While the content of the skill categories (i.e., the
keywords) are not needed for our measure of specialization, these descriptions are nevertheless
helpful to illustrate how the algorithm works. Table 1 lists some of the generated skill categories
and the corresponding representative keywords. Each skill category receives a number that is
an identifier. Besides the skill number, the table lists the most important keywords (i.e., skill
descriptions), the frequency (i.e., in how many curricula the skill category occurs), the mean
and maximum weight (i.e., average and maximum weight of the skill category across curricula
the skill category occurs in). For example, skill number 37 in the table is a skill category on
nutrition as the keywords indicate. This skill category occurs in 16 curricula and has a mean
weight across those curricula of 0.045. This means that the nutrition skill category is only

To get the skills descriptions (i.e., keywords), we aggregate all learning goals of a given cluster into a single
document and then apply a term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) analysis. TF-IDF is a numerical
statistic that reflects the importance of a word in a document. The TF-IDF statistic is calculated by multiplying
two metrics: the term frequency of a word in a document (how many times a word appears in a document), and
the inverse document frequency of the word across all documents (how common or rare a word is in the entire
document set). If a word appears in a document many times while simultaneously not appearing in any other
documents, the word will get a high TF-IDF score. This procedure provides us with a set of words that describe a
collection of learning goals, i.e., a skill category. To improve the interpretability even further, we employ an additional step and eliminate words that exhibit a low coherence to the other words in the topic and overfit to the
specific documents that make up the cluster. For example, some learning goals might be taught in similar locations
(school, intra-firm learning centers). The name of these locations might often appear in learning goals but do in
fact not contribute to the topic and are not informative for our skill categories. The last step eliminates these words
using the Maximal Marginal Relevance measure (Carbonell and Goldstein , 1998) and the BERT embeddings from
step two.
25

- 24 relevant in a few curricula—compared to the other examples—but if it occurs in a curriculum,
it is an important skill category. Another example of a skill category is number 74 that includes
technical drawing, which occurs in many curricula (53) but the weight is rather low on average
(0.029). However, this skill category has a high maximum weight of 0.141 meaning that in at
least one curriculum, this skill category is very important. These examples of skill categories
emphasize that the algorithm leads to reasonable results.
The applied the procedure to extract the production skills results in the weight of each skill
category for each curriculum to calculate our measure of specialization (see the subsection 5.1).
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Mean Weight
(curricula)

Max Weight
(curricula)

Third keywords in
English (in
German) [tfidf score]

0.088

3

0.027

0.061

70

0.021

0.069

3

documenting quadocument measuring
test quality (prüfen
(dokumentieren messen) 6
lity (qualität dokumenqualität) [0.43]
[0.42]
tieren) [0.46]

6

comply with hy- hygiene
giene standards (hy- standards
gienestandards einhalten) [0.70]

hygiene

(hygiene
hygienestandards)

[0.70]

hygiene

Frequency
(curicula)

First keywords in
English (in
German) [tfidf score]

0.026

Skill No.

Second keywords in
English (in
German) [tfidf score]

Table 1: Examples of extracted production skill categories.

standards

(hygienestandards)

[0.68]

22

technical arithmetic mathematics (mathe- calculate
(fachrechnen) [0.06]
matik) [0.05]
[0.04]

26

polymer processing polymers appren- materials polymers
(kunststoffverarbeitices (kunststoffe ler- (werkstoffe kunststoffe) 4
tung) [0.07]
[0.05]
nende) [0.06]

0.049

0.163

37

nutrition principles
nutrition (ernährung) dietary
formulas
(ernährungsgrundsätze)
16
[0.09]
(kostformen) [0.03]
[0.02]

0.045

0.145

0.032

0.126

53

0,029

0,141

24

0,023

0,067

control technology
49

(steuerungstechnik)

[0.08]
drawing
74

77

automation (automa- controls (steuerungen
10
tion) [0.08]
sps) [0.07]

basics drawing technique

(zeichnungsgrund-lagen) [0.06]

(zeichnungstechnik)

[0.06]

safe

workplace workplace

(sicher

arbeitsplatz)

[0.16]

(berechnen)

nungstechnik
zeichnungsgrundlagen) [0.04]

design workplace design job

(arbeitsplatzgestaltung)

[0.15]

drawing technique
drawing basics (zeich-

(arbeitsplatzgestaltung
stelle) [0.14]

Notes: The table shows the three keywords, uni- or bi-grams, in English—author’s translation—with the highest
TF-IDF score for a random sample of skill categories. In addition to the three keywords in English, the table shows
in parentheses, the keywords in German and in square brackets, the TF-IDF score. Colum “Frequency” reports the
number of training curricula that have at least one learning goal associated with the respective skill category.
Column “Mean” reports the mean weight of the skill category in curricula that have at least one learning goal
associated with the respective skill category. Column “Max” reports the maximum weight of the skill category in
any curriculum.
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5 The empirical model and methodology
After describing the data and how we extract production skills in curricula, we turn to our empirical model and methodology. Empirically, we analyze how wage returns (outcome variable)
for workers with high specialization and/or high social skills—compared to workers with low
specialization and/or low social skills—develop when IT advances. To do so, we first describe
our explanatory variables (IT progress, specialization, and social skills), discuss our sample,
and present our empirical strategy. Afterwards, in the following section, we present the empirical results.

5.1 Explanatory variables: IT progress, specialization, and social skills
Before describing our estimation strategy, we elaborate on how we construct our main explanatory variables: IT progress, specialization, and social skills. First, the variable for IT progress
is the growth of IT capital stocks in the industry the individual works in because the growth of
IT capital stocks shows how much firms in a particular industry adapt their business practices
and thereby need a workforce with different skills (specialization and social skills). We assume
that firms need this workforce immediately when buying IT capital; thus we define our variable
for IT progress as IT capital stocks next year over IT capital stocks this year. The variable for
IT progress varies over time across 19 industries. Our empirical strategy (individual fixed-effects model, explained in subsection 5.3) requires that our variable for IT progress has a high
variation over time and across industries. In the appendix C, we show that this variation is given
(see figure C.2 demonstrating that IT progress varies in every industry over time).
Second, the variable for specialization—according to our theoretical model—takes a high (low)
value when an occupation focuses on only a few (many) production skills. Thus empirically,
the specialization measure uses the production skills and their weights for each occupation (as

- 27 described in the previous section). Given that high specialization means having few production
skills with high weight, in contrast to low specialization (with many production skills with low
weight), we choose an empirical measure of specialization that calculates the concentration of
production skills in an occupation. This measure is a Herfindahl index that looks as follows:
EFG

CDEFG

weight of production skill J in occupation K M
= HI
L
sum of all production skills in occupation K

(10)

NOE

The Herfindahl index takes the squared sum of the relative weight of each production skill, and
the total number of production skills that we observe across all occupations is 190 (as described
in the previous section). In brief, the empirical specialization variable displays the same characteristics as we introduced in our theoretical model: The higher the Herfindahl index, the more
specialized the occupation.
To interpret the results from our empirical analyses, we group occupations in those with a high
and those with a low specialization. To do so, we first standardize the specialization measure
on our labor market sample and build two groups: occupations with high specialization (i.e.,
specialization measure above and at the mean) and occupations with low specialization (i.e.,
specialization measure below the mean). For example, an electrician has a high Herfindahl index and is thus specialized, whereas a building and grounds custodian has a low Herfindahl
index and is thus less specialized.
Third, the variable for social skills draws on curriculum data as the one for specialization, but
the measurement is different, because curriculum texts describe social skills with different semantic concepts (see section 3 that elaborates on skills in curriculum texts). We take the social
skills measure developed in Kiener et al. (2020), i.e., the percentage of a curriculum that describes social skills. As with the specialization measure, we standardize the social skill measure
on our labor market sample and build two groups: occupations with high social skills and

- 28 occupations with low ones. For example, a pharmacy assistant has high social skills, whereas a
draftsperson has low social skills.

5.2 Sample and descriptive statistics
Our main sample for the empirical analysis is the younger half of the workforce, because—on
average—IT progress primarily affects these workers, and we investigate IT progress depending on workers’ specialization and social skills (see for example, Bertschek and Meyer, 2009,
or Aubert et al., 2006, who analyze these age effects). Thus we restrict our main sample to
individuals aged 19 to 44 with a VET diploma as their highest education level.
The summary statistics in table 2 show the mean, minimum and maximum value of annual
wages, age, and IT progress. Given that we have a panel dataset structure, we are interested not
only in the variation of the variables across all observations but also in the variation within
individuals. Thus the table shows the standard deviation “overall” for the standard deviation of
the variable over all observations and the one “within” for the standard deviation within the
individual. Of course, the variation over all observations is higher than the one within the individual: For example, IT progress has a standard deviation of 0.1 over all observations, and
within individuals, this standard deviation is lower (0.07). In the appendix C, we show the summary statistics for these variables over all individuals by groups with high or low specialization
and high or low social skills (see table C.2). Moreover, correlations between the explanatory
variables are only small; making multicollinearity problems unlikely (see table C.1 in the appendix C).

- 29 Table 2: Summary statistics of wages, age, IT progress.
Variable

Mean

Annual wages

St. dev.
overall

St. dev.
within

Min

Max

N

54,887.36 28,867.06 7,367.82

50

984,700

55,989

Age

33.41

7.08

0.78

19

44

55,989

IT progress

0.98

0.102

0.07

0.66

1.30

55,989

Notes: Authors’ calculations of the summary statistics individuals from the sample, data based on their skills
measures, EUklems data and the SESAM, 1999-2016.

5.3 Empirical strategy
The estimation model analyzes wage returns as the outcome variable, depending on the main
explanatory variables (IT progress, specialization, and social skills). Specifically, the individual
fixed-effects estimation model analyzes how IT progress affects wage returns for workers with
high or low specialization and with high or low social skills. The estimation model thus focuses
on how the wage returns of these workers change during IT progress, depending on their specialization and social skills. The estimation model is as follows:
logS'TU)",V W = T" + YE =0Z*[U*)\\"(D),V + YM =0Z*[U*)\\"(D),V ∗

(11)

C]Uℎ^_)`]Ta]bTc][$"(d) + Ye =0Z*[U*)\\"(D),V ∗ C]Uℎ^[`]Ta^J]aa\"(d) +
Yf =0Z*[U*)\\"(D),V ∗ C]Uℎ^_)`]Ta]bTc][$"(d) ∗ C]Uℎ^[`]Ta^J]aa\"(d) +
M
Yg h)T*V + Yi TU)",V + Yj TU)",V
+ k",V

The outcome variable, log of annual wages, is at the year (t)-individual (i) level.26 IT progress
depends on the industry (j) the individual works in and varies over time. While specialization

In contrast to Kiener et al. (2019) and Kiener et al. (2020), we do not calculate full-time equivalents, because
we compare changes of wages within an individual (and in the other papers primarily across individuals) and in
such an analysis, it is important to account for lower wages driven for example due to switching to part-time work.
26

- 30 and social skills are measured at the occupational level, the measures do not vary over time.27
Thus, for example, the interaction of IT progress and high specialization varies across time due
to IT progress. In such an interacted model, the variation between occupations and industries is
important (i.e., an occupation has to occur in a number of industries). In the bar chart in the
appendix C (see figure C.1), we show that each occupation occurs in several industries.
Individual fixed effects are denoted in T" that incorporate the influences of time-invariant differences across workers in unobserved and observed characteristics (e.g., the socioeconomic
status). Control variables are the years of the observation, 1999 (i.e., the first year of the SESAM
data) through 2016 (i.e., the last year of the IT progress variable). We also control for age and
age squared. Standard errors are clustered at the occupational level, the same level as the
measures of specialization and social skills.
While YE captures the relationship between IT progress and wage returns for workers in occupations with low (i.e., without high) specialization and with low (i.e., without high) social skills
(baseline), our main coefficients of interest are YM , Ye , and Yf . YM shows the relationship between IT progress and wage returns for workers in occupations with high specialization and
with low social skills, Ye the one for workers in occupations with low specialization and with
high social skills. Yf captures the relationship between IT progress and wage returns for workers
in occupations with high specialization and with high social skills.
Our estimation strategy has two main advantages for identifying the effect of IT progress on
wages for workers with high specialization and/or with high social skills: individual fixed effects and the exogeneity of our IT progress measure. First, the individual fixed-effects estimation strategy focuses on changes of wage returns within individuals. Thus the estimation

27

To ensure that our estimation results are not driven by individuals who change their occupation over time, we
take the first occupation observed in the panel dataset.

- 31 strategy accounts to an extent for occupational selection concerns (e.g., different types of workers select into specialized occupations with low social skills than into less specialized occupation with high social skills).28 The second advantage is the exogeneity of our IT progress measure. This exogeneity would not be given if a single firm could decide whether to invest into IT
(thereby influencing IT progress), and a firm with more specialized workers could do so more
frequently. However, our IT progress measure is at the industry level and we take foreign (i.e.,
German) data for the measure. Therefore, a single firm’s investment decision does not influence
our IT progress measure and thus the exogeneity of our IT progress measure is very likely.

6 Results
We present the results of our estimation model for workers aged 19 to 44, because—as previously mentioned—IT progress affects primarily younger workers (see e.g., Bertschek and
Meyer, 2009, analyzing such age patterns).29 Our main results show how IT progress affects the
wage returns for workers in occupations with high specialization (hereafter, “specialized workers”) and workers in occupations with high social skills (hereafter, “workers with high social
skills”). Before turning to the results on how the effect of IT progress depends on whether
workers are specialized or have high social skills, we highlight the average effect of IT progress.
Therefore, to examine this effect for workers without accounting for specialization and social
skills, the estimation model only includes IT progress, individual fixed effects, and the controls.
The results show that IT progress leads to positive wage returns on average (see coefficient IT
progress in table 3, regression 1). Put differently, IT progress has a positive wage effect for

We are aware that the interaction term may still capture some selection effect. This remaining selection effect
would be inexistent if we would assume that, for example, more able workers cannot foresee in which year and
industry IT progress occurs. We argue that this assumption is reasonable because IT progress in our measurement
varies strongly over time and across industry.
29
The results described in this section apply to our sample, workers aged 19 to 44. Thus when we mention “workers,” we always mean this age group. In the last paragraph of this section, we also discuss results for workers in
the age group aged 45 to 65.
28

- 32 workers on average when we do not distinguish between specialized workers and workers with
high social skills.
Table 3: Wage effects of IT progress for workers below age 45 with high specialization
and/or high social skills
VARIABLES

(1)
log wage

(2)
log wage

(3)
log wage

(4)
log wage

IT Progress

0.094*
(0.055)

0.004
(0.049)
0.136***
(0.033)

0.065
(0.043)

-0.008
(0.048)
0.132***
(0.037)
0.025
(0.036)

Observations
R2
Number of individuals
R2 overall
R2 between individuals

55,989
0.003
29,145
0.000732
0.000995

55,989
0.004
29,145
0.000656
0.000642

55,989
0.003
29,145
2.02e-05
8.32e-05

55,989
0.004
29,145
0.000949
0.000912

(5)
log wage

0.008
(0.050)
High Specialization*IT Progress
0.098*
(0.053)
High Social Skills*IT Progress
0.048
-0.009
(0.043)
(0.053)
High Specialization*High Social
0.063
Skills*IT Progress
(0.072)
Controls: age, age2, year
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Constant
10.633*** 10.652*** 10.639*** 10.655*** 10.656***
(0.403)
(0.412)
(0.409)
(0.413)
(0.415)
55,989
0.004
29,145
0.000777
0.000663

Notes: Authors’ calculations, data based on their skills measures, EUklems data and the SESAM, 1999-2016, for
the sample of workers below age 45. Standard errors in parentheses clustered on the occupation. * p<0.10, **
p<0.05, *** p<0.01.

Having established the positive wage effect of IT progress for workers on average, we turn to
the analysis of our main question, namely whether this effect varies when workers are specialized and/or have high social skills. In brief, our analyses show two main results: First, IT progress has a positive effect on wages for workers with high specialization (regardless of whether
they have high social skills or not). Second, for high social skills, we find a different pattern
than the one for specialization: IT progress does not have a positive effect on wages for workers
with high social skills—unless they are also specialized. Applying the two main empirical results to our theoretical model, we find evidence that IT progress does not increase returns to
social skills per se, a finding in line with the prediction of scenario two in our theoretical model.

- 33 We proceed with discussing the two main results in more depth. As the coefficients in the fully
interacted regression need to be added up to give the full picture of the effect of IT progress on
wages for workers with high or low specialization and high or low social skills, we illustrate
the empirical results using marginal effects (see figure 1; for the regression results, see table 3,
regression 5). Figure 1 displays how a one-unit increase of IT progress (i.e., by 100%) affects
the wage returns for each group (workers with low specialization and low social skills, those
with low specialization and high social skills, those with high specialization and low social
skills, those with high specialization and high social skills). If a marginal effect and its confidence interval displayed in the figure is above zero, the group of workers receive a positive
wage return with a one-unit change of IT progress.
Turning to the first main result in detail: For specialized workers with high (low) social skills,
an increase of IT progress by 10% leads to a 1.6% (1.1%) wage increase. For example, an IT
growth of 4%, which roughly corresponds to the mean of years with a positive IT growth in the
manufacturing sector, leads to a wage increase of 0.64% for specialized workers with high social skills and of 0.44% for specialized workers with low social skills. Taken together, IT progress has a positive effect on wages for specialized workers, regardless of whether they have
high social skills or not. Importantly, the findings suggest that specialized workers have the
highest marginal returns when they have also high social skills compared to low social skills.
The marginal returns of these two groups are not significantly different from one another, but
still, we argue that the combination of specialization and social skills is particularly valuable
during times of IT progress.
Turning to the second main result in detail: For workers with high social skills and low specialization, the IT progress does not lead to any changes in their wages as the marginal effects
show. The marginal effects of workers—regardless of them having high or low social skills—
are not different from zero, as long as they are not specialized (see figure 1). Thus having high

- 34 social skills per se is not valuable during times of IT progress but the combination of specialization and high social skills is.
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Figure 1: Marginal effects of regression (5) in table 3.

low specialization
low social skills

high specialization
high social skills

Notes: Authors’ calculations, data based on their skills measures, EUklems data and the SESAM, 1999-2016.
Marginal effects of regression (5) in table 3.

In addition to our main analyses for workers aged below 45, we also report the results for workers aged above 44 in appendix C (see table C.3 and figure C.3). Our analyses show that IT
progress does not have any effect on wage returns for this age group. This finding is in line with
previous studies investigating that IT progress and different effects on workers depending on
their age (e.g., Bertschek & Meyer, 2009, and Aubert et al., 2006). While the differences in age
are not the focus of our paper, we nevertheless conduct the same estimations for the sample of
workers aged above 44 as for the younger workers, showing that IT progress does not have an
effect on their wages, also not for specialized vs. non-specialized workers and workers with

- 35 high vs. low social skills (see table C.3 and figure C.3).30
In sum, the main goal of this paper is to investigate whether IT progress has an effect on wages
for specialized workers and/or workers with high social skills, and we do find such effects for
workers below age 45.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we develop a theoretical model and empirically investigate how IT progress affects the returns to specialization and social skills. Whereas previous economic literature has
focused on either specialization or social skills, we study the effect of IT progress on both of
them, displaying that two different—and opposing—scenarios are theoretically possible. In the
first scenario, IT progress leads to increasing benefits for both specialization and social skills.
In the second scenario, IT progress leads to increasing benefits for specialization but not for
social skills—a novel scenario that the previous literature has not yet considered. Subsequently,
we conduct empirical analyses to investigate which scenario occurs in our Swiss setting. Given
that we investigate whether the effect of IT progress has an impact on returns for specialized
workers and/or workers with social skills, we focus on the younger half of the workforce that
is primarily subjected to IT progress (in contrast to the older half of the workforce).
We provide two novel empirical findings: Our empirical analyses show that IT progress primarily increases wage returns for specialized workers, not for workers with high social skills
per se. Thus our empirical findings are in line with scenario two—IT progress leads to increasing returns to specialization but not to social skills per se. Moreover, our empirical findings

30

Our theoretical model does not account for differences between age groups. Of course, age groups may differ
with respect to occupations, tasks and their exposure to IT progress. Future research may include these differences in their theoretical models.

- 36 suggest that the combination of specialization and high social skills is particularly beneficial
during IT progress.
The contribution of our empirical findings to the economics literature is threefold. First, the
effect of IT progress on wage returns for specialized workers has not yet been empirically investigated. Our finding shows that specialized workers benefit from IT progress. Essentially,
this finding emphasizes that future studies on IT progress and skills should take specialization
into account. Second, our findings add to the empirical economics literature on social skills,
which stresses the increasing importance of social skills over a longer time period (i.e., two to
three decades) (Deming & Kahn, 2017; Weinberger, 2014). Our findings provide an additional,
novel insight: IT progress does not increase the returns to social skills in every setting. In our
Swiss setting, using direct measures of IT progress (i.e., growth of IT capital stock of the workers’ industry) and an individual fixed-effects model, we do not find immediate increasing returns to social skills per se when IT advances. Third, so far, no empirical studies have considered the combination of specialization and social skills, and our findings suggest that specialized workers with high social skills particularly benefit from IT progress.
Besides the theoretical and empirical contributions, we methodologically contribute to the economic literature by measuring both occupational specialization and social skills by applying
machine to curriculum texts. So far, such measures have been scarce, and we, for the first time,
obtain such measures by applying NLP methods to VET curricula.
For policymakers, the main implication of our findings is that—during times of IT progress—
specialized (i.e., with a focused skill set) rather than generalized (i.e., with a broad spectrum of
skills) workers benefit, especially if specialized workers also have high social skills. If future
IT progress leads to a further decrease in coordination costs, our findings thus suggest that
decreasing the specialization level of occupations (i.e., making them more generalized) could

- 37 have drawbacks, because instead of generalized workers, specialized workers could be increasingly in demand.
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Appendix A: Extended formulas of the theoretical model
The appendix to the theoretical model complements the model section in the main part of this
paper. In particular, the appendix displays the formulas, which we use in the model section, in
more detail, and follows the same structure as the model section.

Specialization
The economy produces one good, Y. A continuum of production skills, s, along a unit interval
needs to be applied to produce the good. The assumption that all production skills need to be
applied to produce the good leads to a Leontief production function as follows (as in Becker
and Murphy, 1992, who argue that a complementary assumption would lead to similar results):
! = min !(\)
GopoE

(12)

!: production of one good, \: one particular production skill
The model captures specialization (meaning the more focused the skill set, the more productive
the worker is when applying a particular skill) in the output function of the individual worker
per skill. This output function is the time invested in production skill s times the productivity
of the worker in the production skill s. This productivity increases with time invested in the
particular production skills (thereby incorporating specialization).
!",q = 0",q ∗ Z",q (0",q )

(13)

!",q : output of a worker i per skill s, 0",q : worker i’s time invested in production
skill s, Z",q : productivity function of worker i per skill s
In parallel, given that all workers are identical, the output function per skill overall workers is
the same as in formula (13) without the indicator for the individual worker.

- 41 !q = 0q ∗ Zq (0q )

(14)

!q : output per skill s
In team production, each worker’s output positively depends on the number of team members
that is the same as the number of production skills each worker performs, i.e., the specialization
of each worker (thus, the derivate of each worker’s output with respect to specialization is positive). Without any costs, the average output per worker looks as follows:
!" = !" ($), where

5

! ($ )
5; "

>0

(15)

!" : output per worker i, $: specialization
(corresponding with formula 1 in main model section)
Due to the complementarity assumption of the Leontieff production function, the worker’s output function can also be displayed as follows:
E

!" ($) = ;min (!q )

(16)

Coordination costs
We now introduce coordination costs that arise in team production. Coordination costs are
higher, the more workers in a team, i.e., the more specialized the workers (thus, the derivate of
coordination costs with respect to specialization is positive).

/" ($), where

,
C ( n) > 0
,$ @

/" : coordination costs per worker i, $: specialization
(corresponding with formula 2 in main model section)

(17)

- 42 Social Skills
To facilitate teamwork, workers can devote time investing in social skills (Tz). Each team member has one-unit time that they can devote to either production skills or social skills (in line with
Becker and Murphy, 1982, but social skills added).
1 = 0",q + 0",x

(18)

0",q : worker i‘s time invested in production skills, 0",x : worker i‘s time invested in social skills
To continue with the model, we introduce now an assumption that is line with Becker and Murphy (1982): An efficient team concentrates on an equal set of production skills, w = 1/n.
Taken the assumption and formula (18) together, the output per production skill s is:
E

(19)

!q = 0q ∗ ' = 0q ∗ ; = 1 − 0x
w: set of production skills, 0q : time invested in production skills, 0x : time invested in social skills
Solving formula (19) for the time spent on a particular production skill leads to:
0q = $ − $ ∗ 01

(20)

Substituting (20) into formula (14) !q = 0q ∗ Zq (0q ) results in a more detailed formula for output
per production skill. The part of this output function that shows productivity per skill increases
with specialization and decreases with social skills:
5

!q = !q ($, 01 ) = ($ − $ ∗ 01 ) ∗ Zq ($, 01 ), where 5; Zq ($, 01 ) > 0,
5
Z ($, 01 )
567 q

<0

(21)

- 43 Given formula (16), the output per worker also depends on social skills, thus !" ($, 01 ), and
following from (21), the output per worker decreases in social skills (thus the first derivative of
the output with respect to social skills is negative):
,
,
Y@ (n, 01 ) > 0,
Y (n, 01 ) < 0
,$
,01 @
(corresponding with formula 3 in main model section)
!" ($, 01 ), where

(22)

Finally, social skills work similar to a depreciation factor to coordination costs. The depreciation factor is always between 0 and 1. The depreciation factor decreases when social skills
increase (thus, the derivate of the depreciation factor with respect to social skills is negative).
Taken together, social skills decrease the coordination costs.
,
,
Y@ (n, 01 ) > 0,
Y (n, 01 ) < 0
,$
,01 @
(corresponding with formula 4 in main model section)
!" ($, 01 ), where

(23)

Welfare optimization
The formulas up to now build the foundation for the welfare function that depends on specialization and social skills. The welfare per worker consists of output minus depreciated costs.
8" = !" ($, 01 ) − 3(01 ) ∗ /" ($) = ($ − $ ∗ 01 ) ∗ Zq ($, 01 ) − 3 (01 ) ∗

(24)

/" ($)
(the first part corresponds to formula 5 in main model section, the second
part is a more detailed formula that we derived previously in this appendix)
Welfare contains the two parameters, specialization and social skills. Thus welfare is optimized
along these two parameters leading to two optimization formulas. First, the first derivative of

- 44 the welfare function with respect to specialization equals 0. Second, the first derivative of the
welfare function with respect to social skills equals 0.
5
5;

5

5

5

8" = 5; Y@ (n, 01 ) − δ(01 ) ∗ 5; C@ (n) = 0, where 5; C@ (n) > 0

5
567
5
567

5

5

5

8" = 56 Y@ (n, 01 ) − C@ (n) 56 δ(01 ) = 0, where 56 δ(01 ) <0,
7

7

(25)

(26)

7

Y@ (n, 01 ) < 0

The two optimization fomulas in (25) and (26) can be displayed in one formula. To do so, we
need three intermediary steps:
From formula (26), we know:

C@ (n) =

1

,
Y@ (n, 01 )
,
,0
1
(
)
δ 01
,01

(27)

The deviation of formula (4.27) with respect to specialization is:
,
1
,
C@ (n) =
Y@ (n, 01 )
,
,$
δ(01 ) ,01 ,$
,01

(28)

Then we substitute formula (28) into the rearranged formula (25):
,
1
,
Y@ (n, 01 ) = δ(01 ) ∗
∗
Y@ (n, 01 )
,
,$
δ(01 ) ,01 ,$
,01

(29)

- 45 The final formula of welfare optimization looks as follows:
,
(
)
δ(01 )
,$ Y@ n, 01
=
,
,
Y (n, 01 )
δ(01 )
,01 ,$ @
,01

(30)

(corresponding with formula 6 in main model section)

IT progress and welfare optimization
As presented in the main model section, IT affects the welfare function through the depreciation
factor of coordination costs. The depreciation factor decreases when IT increases (thus the first
derivative of the depreciation factor with respect to IT is negative). The new function of the
depreciation factor looks as follow:
5

5

3 = 3(01 , =0), 56 δ(01 , =0) < 0, 5>6 δ(01 , =0) < 0

(31)

7

IT: Information technologies
(corresponding with formula 7 in main model section)
Therefore, the welfare function including IT looks as follows:
8" = !" ($, 01 ) − 3(01 , =0) ∗ /" ($) = $ ∗ (1 − 01 ) ∗ Zq ($, 01 ) − 3 (01 , =0) ∗
/" ($)
(the first part corresponds to formula 8 in main model section, the second
part is a more detailed formula that we derived previously in this appendix)

(32)

- 46 The final welfare optimization formula is the same as previously (formula 30) but now the
depreciation factor also depends on IT:
,
(
)
δ(01 , =0)
,$ Y@ n, 01
=
,
,
Y@ (n, 01 )
δ(01 , =0)
,01 ,$
,01

(33)
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Appendix B: Specific examples of functions in the model
The model in the main part of this paper provides two different scenarios. In this part of the
appendix, we show specific examples of the welfare function to emphasize that the model indeed shows these scenarios. In our examples, the welfare function (output minus depreciated
costs) incorporates two assumptions, one on the depreciation factor and one on the output function. The assumptions are as follows: The depreciation factor contains IT in a nonlinear, such
as exponential, way interacting with social skills (0x ). In our example, the depreciation factor
E

is (>6∗6 )z . The output function contains a strong punishment for time invested in social skills;
y

in other words, output decreases strongly with less time invested in production skills (i.e., specialization n). Thus, in our example, the output function includes a log function for this strong
punishment and looks as follows ($ − log ($ ∗ 0x + 0.1)) ∗ ($ − $ ∗ 0x ). In sum, our welfare
;|

function (output minus depreciated costs) contains a simple coordination cost function (EGG),
and the two assumptions on the depreciation factor and the output function:
8 = [kc_kc − })_*)`]Tc][$~T`c[* ∗ `[[*}]$Tc][$`[\c\

(34)

;|

E

= ($ − log($ ∗ 0x + 0.1)) ∗ ($ − $ ∗ 0x ) − (>6∗6 )z*EGG
y

To show the two scenarios, we start with the baseline that has no IT progress, then continue
with the first scenario with a small increase in IT (optimal level of specialization and the one
of social skills increases compared to the baseline), and finally show the second scenario with
a high increase in IT (optimal level of specialization increases and the optimal level of social
skills decreases compared to the baseline). We take the graphs from wolframalpha.com, x corresponds to n (i.e., specialization) in the model, and t corresponds to Tz (i.e., social skills) in the
model.

- 48 Table B.1: The example of our welfare function in the baseline, scenario 1, and scenario
2.
Baseline
Scenario 1: Small IT progress Scenario 2: High IT progress
plot (x-log(x*t+0.1))(x-x*t)(1/(t+1)^4)*(x^3/100),
t=0...1,x=1...200

plot (x-log(x*t+0.1))(x-x*t)(1/(1.5t+1)^4)*(x^3/100),
t=0...1,x=1...500

plot (x-log(x*t+0.1))(x-x*t)(1/(20t+1)^4)*(x^3/100),
t=0...1,x=1000...2000

t* around 0.45

t* around 0.55 à increases
compared to baseline

t* goes to 0 but stops before
à decreases compared to
baseline

x* around 170

x* around 300 à increases
compared to baseline
Notes: Authors’ calculation with graphs from wolframalpha.com.

x* indef. à increases compared to baseline
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Appendix C: Additional figures and tables
Figure C.1: Frequencies of occupations across different industries.
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Notes: Authors’ calculations of how many times each of the 111 occupations occur in different industries (19 in
total), data based on their skills measures, the EUklems data and the SESAM, 1999-2016.

- 50 Figure C.2: Variation of growth of IT capital stock across industries.
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Notes: Authors’ calculations of our IT progress variable (Growth of IT capital stock) from the EUklems data,
1995-2017. The industry codes are as follows: 1: (A) Agriculture, forestry and fishing, 2: (B) Mining and quarrying, 3. (C) Manufacturing, 4. (D) Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply, 5. (E) Water supply; sewerage; waste management and remediation activities, 6. (F) Construction, 7. (G) Wholesale and retail trade; repair
of motor vehicles and motorcycles, 8. (H) Transportation and storage, 9. (I) Accommodation and food service
activities, 10. (J) Information and communication, 11. (K) Financial and insurance activities, 12. (L) Real estate
activities, 13. (M) Professional, scientific, and technical activities, 14. (N) Administrative and support service
activities,15. (O) Public administration and defense; compulsory social security, 16. (P) Education, 17. (Q) Health
and social work, 18. (R) Arts, entertainment and recreation, 19. (S) Other service activities

- 51 Table C.1: Correlations between wages, specialization, and social skills.
Wages

IT Progress

Specialization
(continuous)

Social Skills
(continuous)

Wages
IT Progress

-0.0065

Specialization (continuous)

-0.0072

0.0148*

Social Skills (continuous)

-0.0658*

-0.0095

-0.0737*

Notes: Authors’ calculations data based on their skills measures, the EUklems data and the SESAM, 1999-2016.
Pairwise correlations with a Bonferroni correction over all years. * means statistical significance on the 0.01 significance level.
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Mean

St. dev.

Min

Max

N

Annual wages

58,984

28,642.25

50

574,500

15,089

IT progress

0.98

0.096

0.66

1.30

15,089

Annual wages

54,233

26,561.29

50

354,700

11,694

IT progress

0.99

0.10

0.66

1.30

11,694

low specialization +
high social skills

Annual wages

53,849

26,179.8

100

321,900

10,780

IT progress

0.98

0.10

0.66

1.30

10,780

Annual wages

52,555

31,489.56

100

984,700

18,426

IT progress

0.98

0.11

0.66

1.30

18,426

high specialization +
low social skills

low specialization
+ low social skills

Variable

high specialization
+ high social skills

Table C.2: Summary statistics of wages and IT progress by high/low specialization and
high/low social skills.

Notes: Authors’ calculations of the summary statistics over all individuals by groups high/low specialization and
high/low social skills from the sample, data based on their skills measures, EUklems data and the SESAM, 19992016. Annual wages are not calculated in full-time equivalents, because, for example, we want to include lower
wages arising, for example, due to part-time work.

- 53 Table C.3: Wage effects of IT progress for workers above age 44 with high specialization and/or high social skills.
VARIABLES

IT Progress

(1)
log wage

(2)
log wage

(3)
log wage

(4)
log wage

(5)
log wage

-0.052
(0.073)

-0.046
(0.090)
-0.009
(0.060)

-0.052
(0.088)

-0.000
(0.057)

-0.047
(0.096)
-0.010
(0.063)
0.002
(0.060)

Yes
0.256
(1.108)

Yes
0.256
(1.108)

Yes
0.256
(1.108)

Yes
0.256
(1.108)

-0.031
(0.097)
-0.043
(0.084)
-0.034
(0.109)
0.064
(0.125)
Yes
0.254
(1.107)

41,165
0.023
21,467
2.69e-05
7.60e-07

41,165
0.023
21,467
3.75e-05
3.26e-09

41,165
0.023
21,467
2.70e-05
7.59e-07

41,165
0.023
21,467
3.75e-05
7.67e-09

41,165
0.023
21,467
0.000113
2.89e-05

High Specialization*IT Progress
High Social Skills*IT Progress
High Specialization*High Social Skills*IT Progress
Controls: age, age2, year
Constant

Observations
R2
Number of individuals
R2 overall
R2 between individuals

Notes: Authors’ calculations, based on their skills measures, EUklems data and the SESAM, 1999-2016, for the
sample of workers above age 44. Standard errors in parentheses clustered on the occupation.
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Figure C.3: Marginal effects of regression (5) in table C.3.

low specialization
low social skills

high specialization
high social skills

Notes: Authors’ calculations data, based on their skills measures, EUklems data and the SESAM, 1999-2016.
Marginal effects of regression (5) in table C.3.

